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Telepinas Launches Telepinas Direct Unlimited Calling Plan To the Philippines

Telepinas Communications recently launched the Telepinas Direct Unlimited Calling Plan to the
Philippines, Canada, USA and the United Kingdom. For $34.95 a month, Telepinas Direct allows OFWs to
save a lot of money while calling the Philippines.

Dec. 3, 2008 - PRLog -- Telepinas Communications recently launched the Telepinas Direct Unlimited
Calling Plan to the Philippines, Canada, USA and the United Kingdom. For its fixed monthly rate of $34.95
a month, Telepinas Direct allows OFWs to save a lot of money when they’re calling only one number in the
Philippines. 

Known to have one of the cheapest unlimited calling rates to the Philippines, (http://www.telepinas.com)
 TelePinas was launched to cater to the needs of Filipinos abroad with the aim to give them the opportunity
to maintain healthy and strong relationships back in the Philippines through constant communication with
their loved ones.

Voice-Over-the-Internet (VOIP) technology has now become a widely accepted method of overseas calling.
Systems reprocess inbound calls from a local Manila/Sun Cellular number and relay them to a
US/Canada/UK line over the internet using VoIP. The process is transparent and does not require our
subscriber to enter any PINs or codes – making calls appear like a normal Manila/Sun Cellular call.

Telepinas has two other product offerings, namely, Telepinas Manila and Telepinas Mobile, which you can
get for $55.95 a month. Telepinas Manila offers unlimited phone-to-phone calls TO and FROM Metro
Manila and US/Canada/UK. Anybody from Metro Manila can call a subscriber abroad using a landline. The
caller abroad may use any phone to call his TelePinas Abroad number either through landline or mobile. 

Telepinas’ most popular product is Telepinas Mobile which offers unlimited phone-to-phone calls TO and
FROM anywhere in the Philippines and US/Canada/UK. You can make and receive calls from your
pre-specified number(s) and use any phone to call your TelePinas Abroad number from either a landline or
cellphone.

Using Telepinas products makes it very convenient for OFWs because they do not need a  computer with
internet subscription. Aside from the low cost of the product, budgeting for other expenses for calling
overseas is eliminated because existing telephones may be used without added cost. OFWs also get to call
from anywhere and not limited to the confines of their homes. Plus, there are no codes and access pins to
memorize, making Telepinas the most hassle-free way of calling the Philippines. Interested subscribers may
check out the Telepinas website at http://www.telepinas.com.

# # #

Telepinas is a VOIP service company specializing in unlimited calling services to the Philippines, USA,
Canada and the United Kingdom.

--- End ---
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